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Comhdháil Oileáin na hÉireann was founded in 1984 and represents all of the offshore inhabited 

islands. The organisation’s aim is the social, economic and cultural development of island 

communities through representation at local, national, and EU levels. We strive to maintain and 

increase Island populations. Islands have much commonality but are also different places, have 

different circumstances and different challenges.  

My name is Aisling Moran and I am here representing islanders as the Chair of Comhdháil Oileáin na 

hÉireann. I am the project worker with Sherkin Island Development Society, but act as an island 

advocate. The past decade has been spent working with the islands seeking holistic means to live 

sustainably on our islands. Here with me is my colleague Simon Murray from Inishbofin, Co Galway.  

Simon has spent his entire life working with and for Island communities, ensuring that key concerns 

are continuously addressed and resolved. He brings with him a wealth of knowledge on what has 

and has not worked on the islands.  

Through the opening statement I will address the Policy Measures as outlined in Chapter 10 of Our 

Rural Future.  

Islands, as outlined in Our Rural Future, have ‘an extra dimension due to the island’s separation from 

the mainland.’ This extra dimension manifests in additional living challenges as can been seen 

through population numbers. In 1841 Islands population was 34,219, in 2016 that number has 

reduced to 2,627. No other community has experienced such a dramatic decline, as outlined in Our 

Rural Future.  

Education figures, employment figures and access to broadband are all below the national average 

as outlined in Chapter 10. Similar to any disadvantaged marginalised community, our survival is 

reliant on a deeper understanding, advocacy and support from the wider community. A combined 

effort from islanders with local and national government is required for future sustainability. 

Islanders continue to prove their resilience and hardworking nature through many success stories.  

Many of the actions needed to achieve our ambitions in the Our Rural Future are valuable, wide 

ranging policy measures. It is Our Rural Future and the government’s commitment ‘to the 

development and sustainability of our island communities thorough the publication and 

implementation of a new 10-year policy for islands development to 2030’ that give Comhdháil 

Oileáin na hÉireann hope for the future.  

The new policy document is of vital importance to the islands and will shape the nature of islands for 

the next few decades. Comhdháil has conducted workshops during 2021 and big item on the 

feedback was ‘Meaningful Consultation’, for islander’s voices to be really heard at local, national and 

European level. 

COÉ have asked that the draft of the policy document be available for comment prior to the final 

publication as, in our opinion, our first-hand experience will greatly enhance the efficacy of the 

document: there should be "Nihil de nobis, sine nobis" or "Nothing About Us Without Us!"  As with 

any policy or plan, success will be dependent on follow up action and implementation.  



Our Rural Future addresses the need to progress vital infrastructure for our island communities. 

Piers, harbours, roads and ferry service are all part of vital infrastructure. We need to look at housing 

as a vital infrastructure, without adequate affordable housing we cannot sustain or grow our 

populations.  A housing report produced by Comhdáil in 2021 highlight a number of recurring issues 

for long term permanent housing for islanders:  

Lack of availability of year-round rental properties 
Houses available for winter are often poorly insulated or difficult to heat 
Disproportionate number of holiday homes  
Derelict disused houses 
Planning issues 
Young and first-time buyers priced out of the market 
Lack of available council, community or gateway style housing.  

Comhdháil members have witnessed the benefits that the West Cork Islands Interagency brings to 

the islands, agencies and local authority based in County Cork. Replication of this agency format in 

the 3 other island countries will progress the islands situation.  

COÉ would like to recognise the Interdepartmental committee and the potential there to improve 

policies across all Departments. The opportunity to speak before this committee recently was greatly 

appreciated and we would be hopeful that this would be a quarterly event. When any department is 

writing policies, we would offer our services at any stage for questions they may have.  To island 

proof policies would aid the governments’ objective of ensuring ‘our offshore islands continue to 

support sustainable and vibrant communities’ Our calling card to any department is to please call or 

email us if you have any questions on how decisions might affect the off shore islands.  

In exploring the opportunities for GTeic and enterprise hubs in our communities, it is vital that 

National Broadband Ireland provide the islands with fibre optic cable connections from the 

mainland. This is possible as cable routes already exist through the telephone system.  The proposed 

digital signal bounce will not keep the islands technologically in line with the mainland.  

Our islands are already test beds for innovative technologies and anything that could maximise the 

potential for this would be greatly welcomed. The emergence of e-health could have major positive 

effects for the islands along with the implementation of the HSE Primary Health Care Review, which 

is underway in the four counties.  A very welcome plan with defined actions and implementation 

structures.  

Comhdháil Oileáin na hÉireann would welcome a marine sustainable development plan in 

partnership with the islands. Comhdháil works closely with the Irish Islands Marine Resource 

Organisation (IIMRO) who are a representative body of fishers from Ireland’s islands. With this group 

we feed into many policy documents. Our members often stress the importance of the Island 

Fisheries Heritage license Bill that is currently at committee stage in the Dáil: this would protect and 

aid islanders in utilising the waters around the islands in a manner that protects both island heritage 

and the environment.  

Comhdháil Oileáin na hÉireann welcome the opportunity to speak before the Joint Oireachtas 

committee today, we are grateful for the inclusion of chapter 10 in Our Rural Future, and we 

recognise that it addresses many of the concerns of islanders.  Farming and Education are notably 



absent from the policy measures: the document does recognise the challenges faced by island 

farmers and recognises that ‘third level qualifications (18%) is lower than the national average of 

25%.’ COÉ believes that both these challenges can be addressed through the 10-year policy 

document and the Interdepartmental Committee.  A partial solution on farming challenges would be 

to include an island unique measure in the national CAP strategy.  The education system on islands 

requires aid and improvement to access to education for some islands, and the limited, stretched 

resources where education does exist on other islands.  In thinking of Islands sustainability these two 

factors have to be given due consideration.  

It is an honour to be here today to speak before you all. I am full of hope and anticipation that we 

can all work together to achieve a legacy not just for our islanders but for all Irish people.  

 

I will pass over to my colleague Simon Murray to conclude on our statement.  

As Our Rural Future outlines, Islanders are overall more disadvantaged than those living on the 
mainland. Successive governments and administrations have accepted that this is the case and that 
it is desirable to maintain sustainable communities on the Islands, valuing the contribution that 
islanders make to the mainland economy, to the Wild Atlantic Way experience, and to the culture 
and heritage of the country.  

Specific, exceptional measures to counter this disadvantage have been recognised. The Government 
has funded island specific capital programmes, has provided targeted supports for islanders, made 
certain exceptional arrangements for islanders in mainstream programmes and developed some 
policies with specific mention of the islands. All of which are appreciated.  

While islanders have always worked in close partnership with their local authorities and statutory 
agencies, it has been islanders experience over the decades that if there are not specific island 
policies programmes and budgets, islands inevitably lose out as they simply do not have the critical 
mass to compete with other interests on the mainland. Islanders require island specific strategies, 
delivered by those who have understanding and experience of the particular challenges involved in 
developing enterprises and community projects on the offshore islands, to ensure they continue to 
become economically sustainable communities into the next decade.  

I believe that the only way to truly achieve the objectives set out in Our Rural Future is to reinstate 
the Island Capital Budget, providing monies to co-fund Island Capital projects with their respective 
County Councils. This is to work in tangent to the current subsidy system with air transport, ferries 
and cargo boats as well as funding to the Island development offices and Co-Ops. It goes without 
saying that behind the financial structures success will also rely on a strong action plan and policy 
document for our offshore islands. 

 


